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ABSTRACT: By studying the guilds of the seven maritime cargo handling trades of
Barcelona, this paper aims to contribute to the relatively limited, but growing scholar-
ship of port labour during the late artisan phase, and of service-sector guilds in general.
It examines the relationship between occupational and organizational cultures, the
types and means of inculcating human and social capital, and the formal and informal
determination of qualification in view of the different guild responses to liberalization
and abolition. Unlike guilds in the secondary sector, these corporations were organized
horizontally among masters and had neither journeymen, nor apprentices in their
respective trades. Some of them provided services individually while others worked
collectively. They generally prohibited internal and external employment schemes,
and many of them used a turn system or another to level work opportunities. One
of these guilds transitioned directly into a trade union; others became owner associa-
tions or dissolved into unorganized competitors. The period studied covers the flexibi-
lization of the labour market through progressively advancing liberal reforms of
monopolistic guild privileges and the formal abolition of Spanish guilds in .
Comparisons with other European ports further highlight the multiplicity of consid-
erations for understanding occupational and organizational cultures and the trajectories
of guilds in the service sector.

∗ This article benefitted from discussions within the “Labor, Institutions, and Gender” research
group based at the University of Barcelona, and the European LaborHistoryNetwork’sMaritime
History Group. The author remains indebted to the gracious and dedicated professionals at the
archives and libraries consulted. This article is part of “Mundos del trabajo en transición (-
): cualificación, movilidad y desigualdades” (HAR--P), a research project funded
by the Spanish Ministry of Science and Innovation. All translations are the author’s.
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INTRODUCTION

In  (amidst industrial strife), the Customs Administrator of Barcelona
commented on the “Guild or Union” of Maritime Porters (Faquines de
Capçana):

The association in its essence subsists as it was founded in the years of  or
much before, and as much for its antiquity as for its originality deserves to be
observed in all its aspects, as it is a monument that the sixteenth century has left
us for the study of the grave questions that today are agitated around in the orga-
nization of labour.

What was this “originality” to which the Customs Administrator referred at
this relatively late date, when the guild was transitioning directly into a
union? What was it about this “monument” that “deserves to be observed
in all its aspects”, and what could it teach “the study of the grave questions”
amidst labour agitation? While the “antiquity” of European guilds is a well-
studied matter, only occasionally has one or another guild been highlighted
for its “originality” – its ability to challenge the hegemonic paradigm of
guild studies – even as the existence of a typological normal is increasingly
re-assessed by recent scholarship. While the Administrator referred to the
Guild of Maritime Porters, there had been seven guilds in the sub-sector,
and each of them “deserves to be observed”.
This study aims to contribute to the expanding appreciation of guilds by

focusing on legally recognized European guilds in the service sector. As
such, I look at port labour in Barcelona towards the end of the pre-casual, gen-
erally monopolistic artisan period, when the sub-sector was comprised of
seven trades organized in six, then seven guilds with monopolistic privileges
enshrined in official ordinances (charters). Three harbour-based guilds
worked on the water with identical means of transport (mariners, fishermen,
and unloaders); the four land-based guilds each with different means

. The period of –was marked by liberal advances and the first general strike in Spain in
, whichwas especially important inCatalonia; see Josep Fontana i Làzaro,Historia de España.
La época del liberalismo, series by Josep Fontana i Làzaro et al. (eds), Historia de España
(Barcelona [etc.], ), pp. –.
. Biblioteca de Catalunya [hereafter, BC], Sección de la Junta de Comercio, Leg. CXXII, fo. r,
“Informe del Administrador de Aduanas” Barcelona,  March .
. William H. Sewell, Jr., “Uneven Development, the Autonomy of Politics, and the Dock-
workers of Nineteenth-Century Marseille”, The American Historical Review,  (),
pp. –, . He notes, “Marseille’s dockworkers ( portefaix) were a sufficiently extraordi-
nary case that they were much remarked on by local authorities and other observers, especially […]
in the s and s.” Regarding the rejection of a “normal”, see Sam Davies et al., “Towards a
Comparative International History of Dockers”, in Sam Davies et al. (eds), Dock Workers:
International Explorations in Comparative Labour History, –,  vols (Aldershot, ), I,
pp. –, .
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(maritime porters, maritime horsecart operators, maritime teamsters, andmule
rentors).
Barcelona reflected the infrastructural characteristics of the first –

pre-industrial – phase of the three-stage theoretical framework outlining the
relationship between the port and the city through life and work. As a pre-
industrial port, all handling was undertaken with very rudimentary tools
and vehicles, without any form of mechanization. This allows us to focus
on socio-economic, cultural, and political considerations. It encompasses
the early rise of economic liberalism, when the traditional model was under
scrutiny and attack by merchants and politicians.
The historically dominant labour historiography [discussed below] gener-

ally ignored or dismissed both the services and guilds; therefore, guilds in
the service sector deserve particular attention. As such, the research is guided
by a number of questions. What were the specific functions of these service-
sector guilds? How were these guilds organized to meet their occupational
and organizational needs and preferences? What were their internal and exter-
nal struggles? How did these differ from those of guilds in general, and those
of cargo-handling guilds in other European ports? How did their experiences
and strategies guide their trajectories during the rise of capitalism, the existen-
tial crisis of abolition, and the establishment of other forms of organization?
I argue that to understand the development paths of these guilds and their

responses to liberalization, we should look at the occupational and organiza-
tional cultures that framed and informed their decisions. To contextualize, I
first look generally at guilds in the service sector, and how they differed in
important ways from craft guilds. (I refer to secondary-sector guilds as
“craft guilds” for ease of reading: in technical terms, all of the guilds here prac-
ticed a craft, or trade.) I outline the port facilities and the flow of goods in the
port of Barcelona to establish the setting of activities, the resultant occupa-
tional necessities, and the organizational models for providing privileged ser-
vices. Thereafter, I examine forms of human and social capital and the
determination of different types of qualification as exemplified by the seven
guilds. With this understanding of the case of Barcelona, I make comparisons
to other European ports. Then, I examine in detail the processes of liberal abo-
lition in Spain, and the responses of the guilds. The article closes with an eye to
informing further research of guilds in the service sector and the responses of
organized labour in the face of liberal reforms and prohibitions.
Over centuries, each guild maintained its own archive, determining which

papers to preserve: records of daily operations are scarce, while normative

. Henk van Dijk et al., “The Changing Face of European Ports as a Result of Their Evolving Use
since the Nineteenth Century”, Portuguese Journal of Social Science, : (), pp. –.
. Hand-powered cranes were installed in Barcelona in ; hydraulic ones in –.
Revista de Obras Públicas [], p. . Joan Alemany i Llovera, El Puerto de Barcelona. Un
pasado, un futuro (Barcelona, ), pp. –.
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and legal documents are numerous – this could create an impression of liti-
giousness (which I believe is correct given the importance of protecting privi-
leges). If a guild disappeared, these records could be adopted by one of a
number of authorities, or could be orphaned or otherwise generally lost to his-
tory. Surviving records are dispersed because the guilds were under various
local and central authorities, civil and military (but not ecclesiastic). The
Municipal Historic Archive of Barcelona houses numerous collections for
individual guilds, government offices, and civic bodies. A special maritime
notary recorded the minutes of general and extraordinary meetings of the
three harbour-based guilds under the Navy for decades; in other cases, meet-
ing notes were kept by each guild, and few remain.The collection of theGuild
of Mariners was lost to arson during the upheavals of  [detailed below].

Owing to the richness of the Guild of Maritime Porters archive, it enjoys a
detailed treatment here, and a considerable amount of the information about
the other guilds is based on that archive.

GUILDS IN THE SERVICE SECTOR

The historiography of labour history (and, therefore, of guilds) appears to
echo the economic, political, and organizational questions of the times.

This has created a twofold problem.On one hand, the role of the service sector
was not yet appreciated when the foundations of modern economic thought
were laid. On the other, the guilds were dismissed as reactionary hold-outs
from the dying artisan world – opposed to free markets, technological change,
and a less-hierarchical organization of labour.
The service sector has never been easy to quantifiably appreciate.

Conceptually, the intangible, transitory, non-transferrable, anddifficult-to-value
characteristics of service outputs, and the diversity of the sector create complica-
tions in understanding and attributing productive qualities to their labours.
Adam Smith called them “unproductive” and noted, “[i]n the same class must

. The Archbishopric archives appear vacant of guild records – perhaps owing to the torching of
ecclesiastic facilities in , , and  or because of a lack of authority or interaction. The
historic archive of the key Basilica of Santa María del Mar was destroyed in the political arson of
.
. The Colegio of Notaries of Barcelona houses the collection of the Escribano de Marina [the
Maritime Scribe, a special Naval notary]. For a seminal treatment of this rich collection as regards
the guilds, see Francesc de P. Colldeforns Lladó, Historial de los Gremios de Mar de Barcelona,
– (Barcelona, ); or, more recently, Lluïsa Cases i Loscos, “L’escrivania de Marina
de Barcelona (–). La institució i els fons documentals”, Estudis històrics i documents
dels arxius de protocols,  (), pp. –.
. La Mañana,  November .
. Eric J. Hobsbawm, “Labor History and Ideology” Journal of Social History, : (),
pp. –.
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be ranked, some both of the gravest and most important, and some of the most
frivolousprofessions: churchmen, lawyers,physicians,menof letters of all kinds;
players, buffoons, musicians, opera-singers, opera-dancers, etc”. While the
diversity remains, their economic contribution has grown tremendously.
Services now account for the greatest share of the global economy in employ-
ment and of GDP (estimated at about half of global employment and sixty-five
per cent of global GDP). Specifically for this study, recent historians attribute
productivity to transportation, as the labours create value, especially at a “neces-
sary moment” in exchange.

In the second half of the nineteenth century, the models of organization and
unionism were broadly contested across the political spectrum with differing
appreciations of the guild legacy. While some scholars have noted in the early
writings of Marx and Engels a view towards guild-to-union transition based
on the struggles of journeymen in the first quarter of the nineteenth century,

in the opening lines of the Manifesto Marx and Engels placed the guilds in a
dying era within the materialist conception of progressing history.

However, they did not explicitly detail the transition from feudalism to capi-
talism, leaving the matter open to some debate. Some contemporary authors
emphasized the lineage from guilds to unions, based on their readings of a
treasure trove of original guild documents from the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries. Still others, while accepting guild demise, maintained a favorable,
nostalgic appreciation of guilds for their benefits to workers, preserving social

. Adam Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations (London,
[] [], ), Book II, Chapter .
. World Bank Group, Data, , [for employment, see https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/
sl.srv.empl.zs; for Global GDP, see https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NV.SRV.TOTL.ZS;
both accessed on  August ].
. Stefano Bellucci et al., “Introduction”, in Stefano Bellucci, Larissa Corrêa, Jan-Georg
Deutsch, and Chitra Joshi (eds), “Labour in Transport: Histories from the Global South
(Africa, Asia, and Latin America), c.–”, International Review of Social History, :
SI (), pp. –, . The authors attribute to Karl Marx the phrase “necessary moment”
therein.
. Juanjo Romero Marín, “Revolución Liberal y Oficios. Los faquines del Puerto de Barcelona
en el siglo XIX”, in Àngels Solà Parera (ed.),Artesanos, gremios y género en el sur de Europa (siglos
XVI–XIX) (Barcelona, ), pp. –.
. Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, “Manifesto of the Communist Party”, in Frederick Engels
(ed.) and Samuel Moore (transl.), Karl Marx and Frederick Engels: Selected Works (London,
[] [] ), pp. –. Available at: http://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/
/communist-manifesto/; last accessed  August .
. John H. Pryor, “Karl Marx and the Medieval Economy”, Arts: The Journal of the Sydney
University Arts Association,  (), pp. –.
. Lujo Brentano, “On the History and Development of Gilds, and the Origin of Trade-
Unions”, in Joshua Toulmin Smith and Lucy Toulmin Smith (eds), English Gilds: The Original
Ordinances of More Than One Hundred Early English Guilds (London, [] ), pp. liii–
cxcix.
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order, and instilling values of cooperation, religiosity, and solidarity.

Fundamental to the historiography, the seminal work of the Webbs carried
the classical Marxist position into the twentieth century, contributing to a
hegemony that lasted almost a century with few challenges. The relative
dominance of Marxian thought in labour history was significant, and the his-
toriographic distillation of Marxism swept the guilds into the ash heap – or
dustbin, if you prefer – of history.
While certainly not the first in the trend, TheReturn of the Guilds collection

has come to symbolize the guild-studies debates over the past four decades,
when the traditional, negative view of the guilds has been challenged. The
aim was twofold: to analyse the role of guilds in economic and social develop-
ment (especially through human capital and technological innovation); and, to
expand the conceptualization of guilds to include the Global South. The
condicio sine quo non of a guild (or “guild-like institution”) is a shared occu-
pation, from which arise autonomous or independent social networks capable
of ordering and regulating the supply of labor, overseeing labour relations, and
providing sociability and mutual aid. However, service providers (besides
merchants) are scarce in the collection (and literature on guilds in general),
with passing mentions in some geographic studies; the occupational studies
are of crafts. Recently, at least passing references are made to primary- and
tertiary-sector organizations, even as these are subsumed into wide-reaching
analyses of European guilds as institutions; the need for closer investigation
remains to round out our understanding of the debates.

The focus on craft guilds (especially regarding the development of capitalism)
has contributed to a general conceptualization of guilds as largely individualis-
tic, hierarchical structures that instructed and regulated the development of
skilled labour over a life-cycle: from apprentice, to journeyman, tomaster crafts-
man. The vision of the workshop as a paragon of paternalistic harmony has
given way to an understanding of pre-industrial labor conflict within the
guild system.Yet, the basic composition of craft (especially workshop) labour
as individual or comprised of subcontracting networks of individual operators
has remained dominant, obfuscating the variety of guild structures and

. An example being, H. H. Pope Leo XIII, “[Rerum novarum:] Encyclical of Pope Leo XIII on
Capital and Labor” [or, “On the Condition of the Working Classes”] (Rome, ).
. Sidney Webb and Beatrice Webb, The History of Trade Unionism (New York, [] []
). For an example of a direct challenge, see Robert A. Leeson, Travelling Brothers: The Six
Centuries’ Road from Craft Fellowship to Trade Unionism (London, ).
. Jan Lucassen, Tine De Moor, and Jan Luiten van Zanden et al. (eds), “The Return of the
Guilds”, International Review of Social History, :S (), esp. “Introduction”, pp. –.
. Ogilvie, The European Guilds: An Economic Analysis, (Princeton, NJ [etc.], ), pp. –.
. For a historiography of pre-industrial conflict, see “Introduction”, in Catherina Lis et al.
(eds), “Before the Unions: Wage Earners and Collective Action in Europe, -”, Inter-
national Review of Social History, :S (), pp. –.
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operations. This is not to downplay the importance of the secondary sector
(especially as regards technological and systemic economic changes); that said,
a greater understanding of guilds in the tertiary sector is beneficial, and echoes
the growing appreciation for the quantitative and qualitative role of services in
economic development. After two centuries of liberal economics, the basic
questions of guilds vis-à-vis the development of capitalism and labour remain
topical, and deserve to be applied to the services.

In studies of services, the guild era tends to be ignored or used as a mere
introduction. Two decades ago, the most important collection on dock
work was published. One of the editors noted, critically, that, “[t]he studies
collected in this volume are mainly focused on dock work in the casual con-
figuration”. Even so, in the subsequent twenty years, just over five per
cent of port labour articles in European world/imperial languages dealt in
some capacity with the artisan phase. In the chapter on “Trade, Transport,
and Services” of a new labour-history handbook, the authors posited that,
“[a]n investigation of dock labour also points to additional categories of trans-
port labourers, whose work is often obscured by a focus on industrialized and
mechanized labour in the th and th centuries”.

Perhaps owing to this persistent vacancy, a recent collection focused on
transport demonstrated an appreciation of guild diversity. The editors
noted the paucity of attention to transport in the labor historiography:
“Although historiographic interest in the history of transport labour is grow-
ing, scientific knowledge on the subject is still very limited.” The contribu-
tions aimed to, “reinforce an important trend in labour history over the past

. Stephan R. Epstein et al. (eds), Guilds, Innovation, and the European Economy, –
(Cambridge [etc.], ). For a long-view comparative analysis of European artisan crafts, see
James R. Farr, Artisans in Europe, – (Cambridge [etc.], ), pp. –.
. Regina Grafe et al., “The Services Sector”, in Stephen N. Broadberry et al. (eds), The
Cambridge Economic History of Modern Europe. Vol. : –,  vols (Cambridge [etc.],
), I, pp. –. For an example of new guilds, see Chris Benner, “‘Computers in the
Wild’: Guilds and Next-Generation Unionism in the Information Revolution”, International
Review of Social History, :S (), pp. –.
. For a historiography of the debates, see Stephen R. Epstein, “Craft Guilds in the Pre-Modern
Economy: A Discussion”, The Economic History Review, : (), pp. –; Sheilagh
Ogilvie, “Rehabilitating the Guilds: A Reply”, The Economic History Review, : (),
pp. –; and idem, The European Guilds, esp. pp. – .
. Lex Heerma van Voss et al., “‘Dockers’ Configurations”, in Davies, Dock Workers: Inter-
national Explorations, II, pp. –, .
. Jordi Ibarz, “Recent Trends in Dockers History”, paper presented to the XI European Social
Science History Conference, Valencia, . In a search-term-based survey of maritime labour
publications (in English, French, Spanish, Italian, and Portuguese) from  to , only fifteen
of the  (. per cent) articles about dock labour correspond to the pre-casual, artisan phase.
. Peter Cole et al., “Trade, Transport, and Services”, in KarinHofmeester et al. (eds),Handbook
Global History of Work (Berlin [etc], ), pp. –, .
. Bellucci et al., “Labour in Transport”.
. Idem, “Introduction”, in Bellucci et al., “Labour in Transport”, pp. –, .
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two decades, a trend that shifts the focus away from factory labour […] to the
study of varieties of the forms of labour”.

An investigation of the totality of guilds within a sub-sector permits the dis-
cernment of broad similarities and specific differences within the sector and
compared with craft guilds. The corporations studied here were not merely
work gangs: they were guilds by contemporary legal definition and by the
functional roles they filled in the economic, judicial, and socio-cultural spheres
over many centuries. Just like other guilds, they were legally responsible for
key activities common among guilds across the economy, including: the exclu-
sive determination of membership; the organization of labour; the assurance
of work quality; the transmission of values, traditions, knowledge, and skills;
the organization of socio-cultural functions; the protection of the intangible
inheritance of membership and benefits; and, the maintenance of judicial per-
sonhood for the defence of corporate privileges in exchange for various obli-
gations to governing authorities. Some of them also managed cofradías
(confraternities or brotherhoods) that provided mutual aid with funds from
the guild and coordinated religious activities. That is, they carried out “corpo-
rate collective action”. Importantly, the judicial defence of monopolies was
considerable. At times, this included very significant fines and even con-
templated imprisonment for violators. Extra-judicial (but still legal) direct
actions were also used when necessary, exemplified by some one hundred sei-
zures of goods from violators by the maritime porters over twenty-five
years.

While the guilds filled the same functional roles as craft guilds, their orga-
nizational strategies were very different. Unlike most craft guilds, the corpora-
tions studied here were all formally organized horizontally: they were
comprised solely of masters. This was not only true of the guilds; there were
no apprentices or journeymen in the respective trades. This horizontality
did not necessarily result in egalitarian practices: the cooperative functioning

. Ibid., pp. –.
. Tine De Moor, “The Silent Revolution: A New Perspective on the Emergence of Commons,
Guilds, and Other Forms of Corporate Collective Action in Western Europe”, in Lucassen et al.,
“The Return of the Guilds”, pp. –.
. See, for example, the dozens of cases in AGMMB, Serie . and Serie .; or Arxiu
Històric de la Ciudat de Barcelona, Colección de la Junta de Comercio, Fondo Corporativo [here-
after, AHCB], Faquines de Capçana, Caja , carpeta  (with over  pages detailing court cases
in the s–s, among other matters).
. AGMMB, “Sentencia echa a  de mayo  a fabor del Gremio de Faquines, Macips de
Ribera y Carreteros de Mar contra los Tragineros de Mar”,  May – April , Capsa
, carpeta  (); AGMMB, “Matrícula”,  October – December , Caja , carpeta
 ().
. AGMMB, “Llibreta dels panyoraments. Comensa lo any de ”,  January – June
, Capsa , carpeta  (). It is noteworthy that no seizures are listed during the abolitions of
the occupation of Barcelona (–) or the Liberal Triennial (–).
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of some sharply counterpoised the individualistic maritime-cargo handling
guilds (and craft guilds).
The workers were conscious of what modern scholarship considers the

service-providing nature of their labours. This formed the basis of an argu-
ment made in , by which the maritime porters defended their guild
from an economy-wide, abolition-promoting resolution put forward by the
Board of Commerce in Barcelona:

[A]s the motivating cause of that resolution and others which have followed, has
not been any other than that of fomenting commerce and the advancement of the
trades, factory ormanufactory, and as it is for some timewell known, that the guild
of maritime porters manufactures nothing, nor produces any artifact, in natural
consequence of this, that a corporation, that is not dedicated to any manufacturing
industry, and that has no other elements save the employment of physical labour,
honour and the legality of each individual is not susceptible to advancement in the
productions of the art, as there are none and there can be none.

All of the guilds were threatened by the advance of liberal economic policy
despite the fact that they were not all subject to technological transformation
or noteworthy accumulation and concentration of capital. The liberal reforms
designed to unfetter restraints on capital, technology, and labour-market par-
ticipation for industrialization were to be applied to all economic activities.

THE FLOW OF GOODS AND DETERMINATION
OF PRIVILEGES

Barcelona has been a port city for the better part of two millennia, such that,
“[t]he commercial structure of Barcelona comes down to us as determined,
basically, by the existence of the port”. What began as a mere beach was
transformed into a meagre harbour during the mid-fifteenth century; by the
mid-eighteenth century, it had achieved the general characteristics that
would remain with scant modification through the late-nineteenth century.
From time to time, the build-up of sand in the harbour mouth hampered or
even prevented entry to the port, requiring costly maintenance. During the
timeframe studied, this occurred in , , –, , and –
 (when storms sank some fifty ships and accumulated sands returned);
each period was followed by dredging or modifications of the jetty. Even

. AGMMB, “[Memorial de l’aprovació de noves ordenances i de canvi d’institució rectora]”,
[], Capsa , carpeta  (), fos v–r.
. Mercè Sans, “Evolución de los espacios públicos de Barcelona”,Cuadernos de Arquitectura y
Urbanismo,  (), pp. –, .
. Ramón Trías Fargas,Análisis económico del puerto de Barcelona (Barcelona, ), pp. –;
and Joan Alemany i Llovera, El Puerto de Barcelona. Un pasado, un futuro (Barcelona, ),
pp. –.
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in good conditions, boats anchored in the often-congested harbour area,
awaiting boatmen who hauled goods to and from the beach.
Export goods included bulk and processed agricultural products (especially

wine and aguardiente), general merchandise, and stamped textiles (the product
par excellence of proto-industrialization and industrialization in Catalonia).

The variety of imported goods was immense, differing with each arrival: lum-
ber; metal bars; foodstuffs including fish, sugar, cocoa, coffee, and grains; raw
cotton and silk for transformation; and diverse goods represented the majority
at the turn of the nineteenth century. Transshipment and importation for
subsequent exportation constituted other shares.

The highly regulated labour market was based on guilds privileged to han-
dle certain goods in specific areas. On the water, three guilds handled cargo:
mareantes (mariners); pescadores (fishermen); and, descargadores (loaders/
unloaders) – all organized under the Matrícula de Mar (Matriculate of the
Sea, a naval draft-registration system). They used harbour lighters to haul
or float goods to the shore, charging the same official prices for goods
(there were no goods-specific privileges among these guilds).
These harbour guilds initially divided opportunities on a chaotic, inter-

guild competitive, first-come practice. This prompted, in May :

[A]n order from theKing to negotiate the union of the threeGuilds of Loaders and
Unloaders, Fishermen, and Mariners, in only one Guild for the traffic and utility
that are produced by loading and unloading […] and these be divided in away that
there is no difference or distinction between them.

Over the next six years, these guilds each met formally once, in early January
, to elect officers. Significant numbers of theGuild of Unloaders were also
members of the Guild of Fishermen (at times even all of their directors) – a

. Julie Marfany, “Is it Still Helpful to Talk about Proto-Industrialization? Some Suggestions
from a Catalan Case Study”, The Economic History Review, : (), pp. –. This echoes
the sectoral domination of transformative activities noted inW. R. Lee, “FromGuildMembership
to Casualization: Dockworkers in Bremen c.–”, in Davies,Dock Workers: International
Explorations, I, pp. –, .
. High-confidence series of shipping are yet to be constructed and remain beyond the scope of
this investigation. For a three-month period, see AHCB, Gremi de Sant Telm [Mariners], “Llibre
de entradas del Gremio de St. Telm y Sta Clara, comensatlo día  de Gener de l’any ” [],
Caja , carpeta .
. Pierre Vilar and Eulàlia Duran i Grau (transl.),Catalunya dins l’Espanya moderna. La formacio
del capital commercial,  vols (Barcelona, ), IV, p. .
. Josep María Delgado Ribas, “La organización de los servicios portuarios en un puerto pre-
industrial. Barcelona –”, in Carlos Martínez Shaw (ed.), El derecho y el mar en la
España moderna (Granada, ), pp. –.
. Olga LópezMiguel, et al., “La institucionalización de laMatrícula deMar. Textos normativos y
consecuencias para la Gente de Mar y Maestranza”, in Martínez, El derecho y el mar, pp. –.
. Arxiu Històric de Protocols de Barcelona, Sección del Escribano de Mar [hereafter, AHPB],
Vicenç Simón, “Manual de Consejos”, Vol.  (–),  May  [and Mariners on 
May].
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point of great contention for the mariners. Around this time, the Navy opted
to review centuries of ordinances for the formation of a three-guild General
Guild. By , the situation had worsened to the degree that a Naval
Inspector intervened, dividing the beach –where contracting, work, and lately,
fights occurred – into areas of operation for each guild. In , the mariners
proposed to protect their numerical superiority and formalize the existing
fifty-fifty split for opportunities with the “Guild of Fishermen and

Figure . Map of Barcelona (c.). The three handling zones are: () the harbour area; ()
between the beach and the CustomsHouse (top-right of ()), and () beyond the CustomsHouse.
Author’s modification of Jacques Moulinier et al. “Plan of the City and Port of Barcelona”, in
Alexandre de Laborde, Voyage pittoresque et historique de l’Espagne (Paris, [], ).
Author’s Collection.

. Archivo Naval de Cartagena [hereafter, ANC], Zalvide, “[Mui Iltre Señor. Los prohombres
del Gremio de Mareantes….]”,  October , Caja , Libro Primero, fos r–r.
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Unloaders” (although these were two guilds, not one) in exchange for the
mariners sharing half of their traditional right-of-anchorage fees charged to
importing vessels. The proposal was signed the next day.

Official prices based on types and quantities of goods were the same for all
three guilds; at times, new schedules were emitted to adjust de jure prices with
de facto ones. Merchants could use their own lighters and crew, but were
required to pay one-quarter or half the normal handling rates to the guilds.
It was not uncommon for sea-going mariners to be contractually required
to handle goods, especially if the distant port had no designated, privileged
unloaders.

On the beach, the responsible guild was selected based on the type of cargo
and the means of handling it: faquines de capçana (maritime porters, also
called bastaixos) who suspended goods from poles (a palanquin) resting on
pillows, carried by pairs in groups of up to eight men (called manuellas); car-
reteros demar (maritime horsecart operators); and tragineros demar (maritime
teamsters). These last two were differentiated by the size of the cart used and
the number of horses needed: the carretawas a small, single-axle cart pulled by
one beast, whereas the teamsters used a larger, two-axle carretón that required
a team of horses. These guilds transported goods throughout the city, yet often
just a few hundred metres to the Customs House.
Three of the four land-based guilds enjoyed specific privileges over scores of

certain types of goods in specific locations, based on: the value of the merchan-
dise; the objective, technical requirements for handling; and, location-based
rules. The maritime porters handled breakable, imported, and higher-valued
goods (for example, steel bars but not iron ones); the maritime horsecart
operators handled less-fragile items and those of lesser value. The maritime
teamsters transported some bulk goods, but not others. The alquiladores de
mulas (literally “mule rentors” or, mule handlers) did not operate on the
beach; instead, they served points from the Customs House to through the
city and beyond using mid-sized, mule-drawn carts or placing goods directly

. AHPB, Cosme Raurés, “Manual de Escrituras”, VI (), fos r–r; and fos r–r.
. BC, Colección de Reserva, Agustin Moreno, D. Agustin Moreno, Auditor de Marina de Esta
Provincia, Ministro Interino de Ella… (Barcelona, ); Anon., Arancel de precios de carga, des-
carga y trasbalso que en el percibo de los derechos deben arreglarse los gremios de mareantes …
(Barcelona, ). Available at http://books.google.es/books?id=wnhStyPsC; last accessed
 June . BC, Colección de Reserva, Comandante del Tercio Naval de Barcelona, Arancel ó
tarifa de los precios que para el trabajo de carga y descargo deben regir en este puerto
(Barcelona, ).
. No quantitative assesment of the practice in the port of Barcelona exists.
. AGMMB, “Ordenanzas concedidas por la Real Audiencia del Principado de Cataluña a 
setiembre de  al Gremio de Faquines de Capsana o Macips de Ribera y Carreteros de Mar
[…]”, , Capsa , carpeta  (), (hereafter, “Ordenanzas …  al Gremio de Faquines
de Capsana o Macips de Ribera y Carreteros de Mar”).
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on the backs of mules. The mule rentors enjoyed no privileges over goods, but
benefitted from their ability to economically transport non-privileged goods.
Within the Customs House and the adjacent King’s Scales, only the mar-

itime porters were allowed to handle goods – a privilege they defended fiercely
– in exchange for not charging for the designated gang’s service (which was
covered from common funds). This service to commerce and the crown was
based on the trustworthiness and guarantees of the guild, and was often
cited as a justification for their higher prices. From the Customs House,
these three guilds maintained their privileges in the city, but goods leaving
the city could also be handled by the mule rentors. Allowances for the move-
ment of goods by the owner (personally, and with his own means) at different
parts of this trajectory were limited, but eventually increased as part of the lib-
eralization of the labour market, as did the free choice from among the four
land-based guilds.

Figure . Maritime porters. Author’s photograph of an altar piece in the Basilica of SantaMaría de
Mar, Barcelona ().
Author’s collection.

. AGMMB, “Copia de las ordenanzas de los Gremios de Faquines de Capsana, Carreteros y
Tragineros de Mar de la ciudad de Barcelona publicada por el Supremo Consejo de Hacienda
en  de julio de ”,  July , Capsa , carpeta  () [hereafter, “Copia de las ordenan-
zas de los Gremios de Faquines de Capsana, Carreteros y Tragineros de Mar … ”].
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There were no guilds dedicated to single products or in service to a specific
craft or merchant guild. The variety of privileged goods had expanded over
centuries, and new goods were brought into the privilege-based system or pur-
posefully left out. The guild system was sufficiently flexible to respond to the
developing needs of commerce while guaranteeing the best practices and
security.

GUILD CULTURES , HUMAN CAPITAL ,
AND QUALIF ICATION

Occupational and organizational cultures are entwined with human and social
capital, and the means for establishing trade and guild entry qualifications.
Occupational cultures were comprised principally of the means of transport-
ing goods, which largely determined the productive forces (tools, harbour
lighters, different carts, and beasts of burden), labour requirements (individual
or collective, whether contracted or cooperative), and the methods for deploy-
ing these. These established the capital outlay and informed the possibility of
employment relationships and the social relations of service provision, which
informed the individual or cooperative model of service provision in each
guild. Inasmuch as each trade had an occupational culture based on work-
related activities, each guild had an organizational culture, which combined
the occupational culture with the intangible processes and products of guild
life and sociability. These were evinced in the decisions to maintain or modify
the social relations in the face of internal and external changes.
The individualistic trades (horsecart operators, teamsters, and mule rentors)

were based on the work of a single member, using private means for private
gain; their guilds oversaw monopoly prices, but not payments. In all four
cooperative guilds (maritime porters, mariners, fishermen, and unloaders),
the means were collective property, the method was collective, and the
model was cooperative and controlled by the guilds. The four guilds that
worked cooperatively operated in gangs, working and distributing income
on largely equal terms (gang leaders and others alike) based on who worked
during different shifts or specific tasks.
To level opportunity, some of the guilds used a scheduled turn system or

practiced a random, daily assignment with the same aim. The harbour guilds
kept a daily lottery system. The maritime porters used a fixed, rotational
turn enforced with discipline. The Guild of Maritime Horsecart Operators
– who separated from the Guild of Maritime Porters and Maritime
Horsecart Operators in  – used the traditional, fixed rotational turn
until separation, when they opted for a first-in, first out system based on ar-
rivals each morning (until ), like that long used by the Guild of Maritime
Teamsters. None of these allowed for direct or internal employment.
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There is no specific information regarding a turn system (if any) for the
Guild of Mule Rentors. However, employment mechanisms were entrenched:
tax filings for , show that almost sixty percent of the seventy-nine masters
were employed as “mancebos” (a term generally reserved for journeymen) by
their guild brothers – in a guild that did not have journeymen. The maritime
teamsters and horsecart operators specifically prohibited the employment of
non-members or guild brothers.
All of the guilds had entrance fees, which loosely correlated to the costs of

the means of provision. Importantly, fees were generally one-half for the sons
of existing masters (an important form of hereditary capital). Where the means
of service was individual, ownership was another requirement. In individualist
guilds, organizational income was generated primarily through entrance fees
and fines; in collective guilds, the coffers were additionally engrossed by left-
over monies from group work and anchorage rights.
Some expenses were similar between the individualistic and cooperative

guilds: religious and social activities; mutual aid and the upkeep of sick,
injured, or otherwise unfit members; and stipends for guild positions were
common to craft and all these service guilds. Both individual and collective
guilds used traditional officers for administrative roles (directors, seekers,
scribes, and treasurers). The porters also had a paid síndico (a sort of manager),
although his specific roles are unclear. Collective work also required the func-
tional role to gang leader, although these were not permanent positions and
they received no extra payments. Officers were paid a set amount in cash in
the individualist guilds (as in craft guilds); in the cooperative guilds they
received shares of income, which also covered the upkeep of the means of ser-
vice provision.
While it could be argued that the payment of greater shares to guild officers

created a less-egalitarian system, the payments to officers seems to have been in
response to their additional guild responsibilities. Directorship lasted one year,
with no re-election. The directors and gang leaders acted as coordinators of
labour, not employers. The hiring schemes of fixed, rotational turns or daily
lotteries prevented favoritism among gangs by the directors, and among
labourers by gang leaders. The gangs were formed daily and leaders were
selected by the guildsmen on the basis of experience. Importantly, because
of collective ownership of the means, and prohibitions of employment, ad-
ditional income could not be used as capital in the occupation. This contrasts
with the teamsters, which saw the rise of owners of warehouses, who sought
to end the turn system (detailed below). Likewise, membership in other

. AHCB, Sección de la Junta de Comercio, Fondo Corporativo, Llogaters de Mules, “[sin
título]”, [], Caja , carpeta , fos r–r.
. Juanjo Romero Marín, “Los faquines de capçana y su supervivencia en la era liberal”,
Drassana. Revista del Museu Marítim, , pp. –.
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occupations or guilds was apparently not uncommon, so the opportunity for
external income or capitalization was not restricted.

The Guild of Mariners demonstrates the complexity of payment schemes.
The person financing the daily payment of wages until the end-of-month pay-
ments were made by the merchants was well compensated in shares. The
guild’s confraternity also received income (which was a common practice
among guilds). For mariners, this included shares and a large annual deposit
to pay ransom for brothers captured and enslaved at sea. After these set pay-
ments were made, the income was shared equally among all who worked that
day and the widows, sick, and injured.

The result of the above practices in the case of all these guilds was a horizon-
tal structure, comprised solely of masters with common prices. In the coopera-
tive ones, these were highly egalitarian. Combined, these practices contributed
to a culture of work based on solidarity, cooperation, levelled opportunities,
and mutual aid; they also prevented freeloading. The fixed turn of the porters
also inculcated and enforced discipline.While therewas some inter-guild com-
petition and intrusion from non-guild members, apparently no notable
internal conflicts surfaced in the cooperative guilds. The individualistic guilds
behaved more like craft guilds, in which weak or inexistent levelling systems
allowed for competition and more- and less-successful masters.
Occupational and organizational cultures required and created human and

social capital; the latter is understood as “the stocks of shared norms, informa-
tion, sanctions, and collective action that accumulate inside closely knit
groups”. It is important to highlight technical and non-technical forms of
these capitals, and the formal and informal transmission mechanisms. The col-
lective character of social capital is further highlighted by the processes of
determining, inculcating, and enforcing a balance between individual and col-
lective values, beliefs, and economic interests. Its quality as a form of capital is
based on the ability to increase productivity and lower internal costs within
the labour force, and to grow as such through collective experiences and the
transmission of learned lessons.
This definition of human capital goes beyond the technical know-how of

operations usually applied to craft guilds. Individual technical skill was almost
non-existent: brute force and the ability to handle beasts of burden were
important, but certainly not uncommon in the population. Collective

. AHCB, Sección de la Junta de Comercio, Fondo Corporativo, Llogaters de Mules, “[sin
título]”, [], Caja , carpeta , fos r–r. For the maritime porters, see AGMMB,
“Cadastre Personal” (–), Capsa , carpeta  ().
. Archivo Naval de Cartagena, Zalvide, “[Mui Iltre Señor. Los prohombres del Gremio de
Mareantes….]”,  October , Caja , Libro Primero, fos r–r.
. Ogilvie, The European Guilds, p. .
. The existence of “low-skilled yet guilded” trades is quantified in Ogilvie, The European
Guilds, pp. –.
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technical skill amounted to the ability to coordinate the handling of a load
among a group. For positions that required relatively greater skill, the deter-
mination was not formally established by the guild: the ability of the gang-
leader was informally established. The individual responsible for stowage
(notxer) was subjectively and informally determined by the merchant and
not by the guild. The non-technical forms of human capital revolved around
the daily mechanisms for managing opportunities and expectations, enforcing
labour discipline and trustworthiness, and mitigating or resolving intra-group
changes or conflicts. As such, there was no informational asymmetry between
the guildsmen and plausible competition or their customers. The service sector
guilds highlight the relative importance of non-technical forms of human
capital over technical ones, and the importance of collective human capital
vis-à-vis individual human capital. Certainly, the degree of collective human
capital was greatest in those tasks that required coordinated labour and the
constant enforcement and advancement of group interests.
Guild scholarship has debated the importance of the development and

transmission of human capital. S.R. Epstein noted, “[n]ot least, [the guilds]
sustained systems for the transmission of skills and technical innovation”.

In craft guilds, skill development was accomplished in two ways: direct trans-
mission during apprenticeship and tacit transmission during journeymanship,
when workers were exposed to other practices; in both cases, this was largely
individualistic in scope and transmission. Sheilagh Ogilvie countered this,
arguing that the actual impact of guilds as institutions on human capital was
minimal or negligible across Europe. Whatever the relative importance, in
the horizontal service-sector guilds (which all lacked apprenticeship and jour-
neymanship), skills were informally, tacitly transmitted during the collabora-
tive work process and in activities of sociability. The socio-cultural skills
related to the democratic functioning of the corporations and those soft skills
for disciplined teamwork were transmitted informally and regulated formally
through fines and detention (house arrest).
While qualification (the formal or informal determination of sufficiency) for

entrance, advancement, and skill development are often inter-related, there are
important differences between, and complexities within, them. In guilds in
general, qualification was a combination of technical demonstration, social

. Stephan R. Epstein, “Craft Guilds in the Pre-Modern Economy: A Discussion”, The
Economic History Review,  (), pp. –, .
. Ogilvie, The European Guilds, pp. –.
. Maurice Agulhon, “Working Class and Sociability in France Before ”, in Pat Thane et al.
(eds), The Power of the Past: Essays for Eric Hobsbawm (Cambridge [etc.], ), pp. –. For
Spain, see Santiago Castillo et al. (eds), Sociabilidades en la historia. Actas del VIII Congreso de
Historia Social de España (Madrid, ). This work includes Brendan J. von Briesen, “Un acer-
camiento a la sociabilidad y el capital humano social e individual de los gremios de carga y descarga
marítima de Barcelona (c.–)” [CD-ROM].
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characteristics, and the economic capacity to pay entrance fees, purchase the
means of production, and cover the costs of creating a masterpiece or other
examination. Unlike the craft guilds, the service-sector guilds maintained no
monopolies over protected, “mysterious” practices or technology-based
know-how beyond the ability to handle beasts of burden or to demonstrate
brute strength. Or, as the maritime porters noted in , their labour, “has
no other elements save the employment of physical labor, honor and the legality
of each individual”. Socio-cultural considerationswere paramount: the upstand-
ing and honourable reputation and family relationships of the applicant were
fundamental, and were determined by the testimony of existing members.
The socio-cultural requirements were not particular to the service-sector

guilds; its importance vis-à-vis that of technical qualification is noteworthy.

As the guilds were responsible for damages, losses, or theft, this qualification
was particularly important at the individual and social levels. There are no
mentions of pilfering or theft in the records consulted, which mention
damaged goods. The individual determination of trust was difficult to chal-
lenge: this granted the guilds flexibility in controlling the supply of labour,
even after such practices were normatively liberalized. Membership was
homogenous as regards nationality and thereweremigrations of maritime por-
ters to Barcelona from other parts of Catalonia – including non-maritime
areas.Kinship was historically a quota of entries; however, it became increas-
ingly important in the face of liberal abolition. Beginning in the first quarter of
the nineteenth century, the Guild ofMaritime Porters began to only permit the
entry of sons and sons-in-law of existing masters, based on the requirement
that existing members vouch for an applicant.
Membership rose from seventy-eight porters and horsecart operators in the

mid-s to about one-hundred fifty porters by  (the horsecart opera-
tors had left the guild at the turn of the century).The chart shows the periods

. Molas Ribalta notes the sector-based conceptualization and the combination of honor, tra-
dition, and economic-political power: see Molas Ribalta, Los Gremios Barceloneses Del Siglo
XVIII, pp. –. For honour in the Spanish ancien régime, see Antonio Morales Moya,
“Actividades económicas y honor estamental en el siglo XVIII”, Hispania,  (), pp. –
. For a consideration of the judicial determination that a particular trade was honourable, see
Francisco Cabrillo, “Industrialización y derecho de daños en la España del siglo XIX”, Revista
de Historia Económica/Journal of Iberian and Latin American Economic History (Second
Series),  (), pp. –. Honour was common among European guilds: see Farr,
Artisans in Europe, p. .
. AGMMB, “Ordenanzas …  al Gremio de Faquines de Capsana o Macips de Ribera y
Carreteros de Mar”.
. Brendan J. von Briesen, “TheGuild ofMaritime Porters of Barcelona in the Crises of the First
Quarter of the Nineteenth Century: Work Cultures and Family Networks in the Reconstruction
of the Labor Force”, paper presented to the XIII Congress of the Asociación de Historia
Contemporánea, Universidad de Castilla-La Mancha, Albacete, .
. AGMMB, “Cadastre Personal” (–), Capsa , carpeta  (); AGMMB,
“Nombres y Apellidos de los individuos del Gremio […]”, [], Capsa , carpeta  ().
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of internal guild conflict and division (c.–), of French occupation and
[likely] de-monopolization under the French-imposed Constitution of
Bayonne (), and of early attempts at liberalization under the Cádiz
Constitution (–) and the Liberal Triennium (–). Each
no-enrolment, liberal period is followed by one of “returnees” and significant
labour-force replacement. The continued and increased membership during
industrialization and after the supposedly definitive abolition of  is
important.

OTHER EUROPEAN PORT LABOUR EXPERIENCES

It is worthwhile to look briefly at the experiences of port labour in other
European cities (based on existing literature), to remove any inclinations of
causality, and to further our understanding of the great variety of port
types, port facilities, product needs, and the multi-organizational schemes
for assuring service provision. The first consideration should be geographic
and hydrographic. Three typologies are evident: fluvial/estuary, natural
(rock) harbours, and beaches (which could be transformed to mimic a natural
harbour). The basic differences impacted the infrastructural costs, the flow of
goods and labour, and the dimensions for expanding facilities or monopolized
areas.
Other ports in Spain provide comparisons under the same political frame-

work. Cádiz enjoyed a natural, rocky port at the Atlantic mouth of a key river-
way to Sevilla, to which direct access had become less feasible due to changes
in depth and increases in ship size. As a historic port for colonial trade, Cádiz

Figure . Maritime porters: new masters, –.
Author’s work, based on AGMMB “Matrícula”, October –December , Caja , car-
peta  (). NB: “Sons” includes sons-in-law. [The entries continue to the first years of the twen-
tieth century.]
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enjoyed significant traffic in a great variety of import and export goods. There
were tiers of porters corresponding to the lifecycle of the workers (mostly
drawn from distant mountainous areas). The justification for using foreign
(but not alien) workers is not explained in the literature, but migration patterns
and family connections were important for gaining entry into the guilds,
which depended on a system of socio-cultural qualification based on trust
and collective responsibility. Interestingly, individual responsibility was also
guaranteed by the guilds, as in cases of debt or abandoned wives who appeared
to claim their husband’s wages.

Valencia was served by a meagre beach (called el Grau) on the outskirts of
the city. The shallow approach meant that the normally land-based workers
waded cargo ashore or hauled lighters to the beach using horses. Goods
were then taken into the city by either horsecart operators or porters.
Unlike the cosmopolitan traffic of Cádiz, Valencia handled a smaller amount
and variety of goods. This likely conditioned the relatively simple guild sys-
tem. Membership in Valencia was largely family-based and of local origin.

Whereas in some locations labour was reserved for and defended by resi-
dents (in Barcelona this seems de facto), some Italian port cities preferred out-
siders from specific areas, creating schemes of goods-differentiation or
competition between groups. Otherwise, the labour configurations of
Mediterranean Italian ports appear quite similar to Barcelona, but apparently
less segmented.

The fluvial port of London developed a highly complicated porterage uni-
verse. “Porters were the least skilled of labourers” and, as such, were not
allowed to form guilds, only “mere fellowships” under the direct control of
municipal authorities with the power to determine membership and allow

. Carmen Sarasúa García, “Leaving Home to Help the Family? Male and Female Temporary
Migrants in Eighteenth-and Nineteenth-Century Spain”, in Pamela Sharpe (ed.) Women,
Gender and Labour Migration: Historical and Cultural Perspectives (London [etc.], ),
pp. –.
. Daniel Muñoz Navarro, “Las cofradías de cargadores del Grau y el comercio marítimo en la
Valencia moderna”, in Ricardo Franch Benavent et al. (coords), Estudios de historia moderna. En
homenaje a la profesora Emilia Salvador Esteban, (Valencia, ), pp. –.
. Andrea Addobbati, “Livorno. Fronte del porto. Monelli, Carovane e Bergamaschi della
Dogana (–)”, in Giuseppe Petralia (ed.), I Sistemi Portuali della Toscana Mediterranea
(Pisa, ), pp. –; Luisa Piccinno, “Le Compagnie di facchini stranieri operanti nel
porto di Genova (secoli XV–XVIII)”, in Giovanna Petti Balbi (ed.),Comunità forestiere e “nationes”
nell’Europa dei secoli XIII–XVI (Napoli, ), pp. –; idem, “Una ‘impresa portuale’.
Organizzazione interna e servizi offerti dalla manodopera operante nello scalo genovese in Età
Moderna”, in [Atti del Convegno nazionale su] Il lavoro come fattore produttivo e come risorsa
nella storia economica italiana (Milan, ), pp. –.
. This summary is based largely on the seminal work byWalterM. Stern,The Porters of London
(London, ). For a more recent, long-term appreciation, see Roy Mankelow, “The Port of
London, –”, in Davies, Dock Workers: International Explorations, I, pp. –.
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for the employment of non-fellows in times of high demand. Among these,
de jure goods-based differentiation was the norm, with guild-specific porters
and four types of more-general porters: Aliens’; Tacklehouse; Ticket; and
Billingsgate (or Fellowship): “no two were organized in identical manner”.

There were numerous hierarchies and employment or sub-contracting
schemes within and between the groups and sub-groups, which developed
over many centuries. In the early-seventeenth century, the Tacklehouse and
Ticket Porters were unified in a Society based on the employment of the latter
by the former. The Fellowship Porters were privileged with specific high-
traffic goods (including grain, corn, malt, potatoes, salt, seafood, and coal)
and had very complex operational rules. From the s, the geographic
and infrastructural expansion of wharfs and docks challenged the traditional
jurisdictions. The end of alien exclusions in the mid-s brought cheaper
Irishmen into the mix. The response of the different porters to these changes
was legalistic, and they continued to lose out to capitalist liberalism. Despite
the low income and lowly character of Fellowship Porters, their high-
membership organization lasted to the very end of the nineteenth century.
The -odd Dutch weigh-porters guild was divided into halves of “free

men” and vemen (cooperatives), permanent gangs of three to ten men sharing
“an equal share of the common income”. Specialized porterage guilds handled
grain, salt, beer, wine, and peat. Younger members of the vemen were to obey
their elders or gang leaders. There is no indication of a formal hierarchy with
differentiated income or of employment – it clearly seems to have been amodel
of organizing labour and transmitting human capital. In Antwerp (and some-
what in Amsterdam), porterage by structurally varied naties (literally, nations)
was more closely related to a high degree of goods specialization (through
berths), sometimes serving a particular guild, as in London; however, the rela-
tive horizontality and lack of employment schemes varies greatly with porter-
age along the Thames, and the model survived long past the end of municipal
regulations in the early nineteenth century.

Permissiveness regarding de facto employment and a trend towards casualiza-
tion (even within the guild system) may reflect a French path in the Atlantic and
Mediterranean. In Marseille, the cargo guilds were normatively egalitarian;
however, intra-employment hierarchies arose within the portefaix (porters’s)
guild. While sub-contracting within the guild was well-demonstrated, the
issue of out-sourcing – hiring non-guild members – is less well-documented,
and Sewell treats it as a hypothesis in the case of common porters (called cro-
cheteurs or robeirols in Provence). In Barcelona, an analogous group of

. Stern, The Porters of London, pp. –, .
. Ibid., p. .
. Hugo van Driel et al., “Path Dependence in Ports: The Persistence of Cooperative Forms”,
Business History Review,  (), pp. –.
. Sewell, “Uneven Development”, pp. –.
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common porters (camàlichs also called mossos de corda) was generally pre-
vented from forming a guild and specifically from working in maritime-cargo
handling; they represented occasional, intrusive competition during at least
three centuries. In Le Havre (between  and ), “registered trades
composed of permanent masters who hired casual but faithful helpers contin-
ued to dominate thework force” for moving goods to and from the ships; like-
wise for barrowmen. The trades were based on the labour of a master who
“was helped by one or two boys (garçons) and an occasional day-labourer
( journalier) as necessitated by the size of the job”. The occupational origin
of these day-labourers is difficult to ascertain but was quite varied. Some
of the porterage tasks that had historically been divided (under the auspices
of the Marine) into regulated trades or formal corporations by the types of
goods and means of transportation were later under the jurisdiction of the
dockers.
A look at Istanbul during the late Ottoman Empire highlights other charac-

teristics, trajectories, and strategies. The guilds of boatmen and porters were
the only corporations able to control operations along the vast fluvial access
provided by “three towns joined by water” (Istanbul, Pera, and Üsküdar).

There were almost two thousand porters in the  census (although this
may include those entirely devoted to land-based trade). The operational
role of boatmen, or “sea porters”, echoes that of other port cities. A key dif-
ference was the individual nature of the gedik, a state-granted licence required
to operate and, by extension, it is assumed, to join the guild. The gedik was
designed to limit membership but could be used anywhere. It could be inher-
ited, used as debt collateral, or sold (even to non-practitioners). It is not clear if
the exclusionary licence was for operational porters and boatmen or for
licence-holders to hire others as workers; it appears to have been the case
for both. The centuries-old gedik system was undermined by the  state-
sanctioned intromission of foreign porterage corporations with the capital to
invest in barges and mechanization. This resulted in the proletarianization of

. Brendan J. von Briesen, “‘Los Individuos vagos llamados camàlichs’. El gremio que nunca
existió (c.–)”, paper presented at the V Jornada de recerca local, patrimoni i història
marítima, Barcelona, . The conflictive relationship existed as late as ; see AGMMB,
“[Certificació del judici oral entre el Gremi de Bastaixos y Miquel Catarineu]”,  December
, Capsa , carpeta  ().
. John Barzman, “Dock Labour in Le Havre, –”, in Davies, Dock Workers:
International Explorations, I, pp. –, –.
. Bruce McGowan, “Part III: The Age of the Ayans, –”, in Halil İnalcık and Donald
Quataert (eds), An Economic and Social History of the Ottoman Empire, – (Cambridge
[etc.],), pp. –, .
. Kadir Yıldırım, “Proletarianization by Dispossession: Companies, Technology Transfer and
Porters in the LateOttoman Empire” International Journal of Turcologia, : (), pp. –.
. Onur Yıldırım, “Ottoman Guilds in the Early Modern Era”, in Lucassen et al., “The Return
of the Guilds”, pp. –.
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the guild members through employment by these foreign companies, a pro-
cess that, between  and , “spread to almost every port in the empire,
from Istanbul to Thessaloniki, Zonguldak to Beirut, and Izmir to Samsun”.

The above survey highlights some of the challenges of location, and strate-
gies for service provision and resistance or adaptation to the development
of capitalism. The existence of hierarchical practices in other ports eliminates
a deterministic relationship between the means and methods of service provi-
sion, and the occupational and organizational cultures; in turn, it highlights the
importance of social relations, and political and socio-cultural considerations.

L IBERAL ADVANCE : PRIV ILEGES , REFORM,
AND ABOLIT ION

Wewill now look in detail at the advance of liberalism in the local context, and
not from a theoretical-ideological perspective. The period studied began with
the progress of liberal economic thought within the absolutist monarchy; eco-
nomic and political liberalism were not yet united under a political program of
radical reforms in the mid- to late-eighteenth century. In response to
economic stagnation, the reformist thinking of the Borbón régimes – and espe-
cially that of Carlos III, “the brilliant torch” of the Ilustración (enlightenment)
who was raised to the Spanish throne from that of Naples and Sicily in 
(amidst the Seven Years’ War, which Spain entered in ) – was based on
the expansion of economic freedom and institutional modifications.

One of the earliest andmost important reforms was the end of Cádiz’s long-
privileged monopoly over colonial trade. A Royal Decree in  extended
Cádiz’s Caribbean trade privileges to nine cities, including Barcelona. This
allowed the direct participation of Catalan merchants in the lucrative colonial
trade. Arguably, the liberalization of colonial commerce facilitated proto-
industrialization and the creation of the industrial bourgeoisie of

. Yıldırım, “Proletarianization by Dispossession”, p. .
. Pedro Ruiz Torres,Historia de España. Reformismo e Ilustración, series by Fontana,Historia
de España (Barcelona [etc.], ), pp. –. That work offers an eloquent critique of the
applicability of the concept of “Despotismo Ilustrado” (Enlightened Despotism), pp. –.
The Enlightenment thinker Gaspar Melchor de Jovellanos “had in his rich library an anonymous
French translation of On the Wealth of Nations, published in London in  and prohibited by
the Inquisition, and in his Diario left various annotations in elegiac tone referring to said work”
(p. ). José Antonio Nieto Sánchez, “El acceso al trabajo corporativo en el Madrid del siglo
XVIII. Una propuesta de análisis de las cartas de examen gremial”, Investigaciones de Historia
Económica-Economic History Research, : (), pp. –.
. Ruiz Torres, Historia de España, p. . Generally, see Monique Lambie and Jean René
Aymes (eds), Ilustración y liberalismo, – (Madrid, ).
. Joan Clavera i Monjonell et al., Economía e Historia del Puerto de Barcelona. Tres Estudios,
(Madrid, ).
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Barcelona. This was followed, in , by a liberalization of trade between
Spain’s American colonial ports, and the overshadowing  October 
decree, which further expanded the trade-enabled ports in Spain.

In , a regenerativemovement was created through a national network of
local discussion circles to debate and address economic issues (reaching
eighty-three such bodies by ). The Sociedades Económicas de Amigos
del País (Economic Societies of Friends of the Country) – based on
academic-scientific circles – echoed contemporary experiences throughout
Europe. In Spain, the Societies were comprised of “the ‘most enlightened
nobility’, ‘gentlemen, clergy, wealthy people’, members of the administration
and local authorities’”, but not merchants or industrialists. This effort was
led by an early ideologue of economic liberalism and resolute critic of guild
monopolies, Pedro de Campomanes, Fiscal (or highest fiscal agent) of the
Council of Castile, which directly advised the king. The educational and
charity-based approaches of the Societies were essentially gradual, paternalis-
tic, and ideated within the existing socio-political hierarchy. Structurally, the
effort achieved little and more radical approaches arguably gained strength
from the insufficiency.
Having attempted a plethora of social and economic measures (in agricul-

ture, land ownership, taxation, colonial trade, etc.), reformers examined the
guilds. Three approaches were considered by royal advisors during the last
decades of the eighteenth century: abolition in favour of laissez faire; replacing
guild regulations with legislation; and, limiting the monopolistic character of
guild privileges and expanding membership. While these positions were
concomitant, there was an apparent generational preference by which younger
ideologues tended towards more radical approaches, including outright aboli-
tion. The crown consistently opted for reducing the monopolistic character of
guild privileges while preserving the traditional configuration of labour.
The question of membership – which coincided with the shift from charity

towards incorporation of the poor in the labour market (especially in textiles)

. OlivaMelgar, “El comercio colonial de Cataluña….”; and, César Yáñez, “Los negocios ultra-
marinos de una burguesía cosmopolita. Los catalanes en las primeras fases de la globalización,
–”, Revista de Indias, : (), pp. –. For textiles, see Llorenç Ferrer,
“The Diverse Growth of th-Century Catalonia: Proto-Industrialisation?”, Catalan Historical
Review,  (), pp. –; and, regarding industrialization, see Àlex Sánchez, “Barcelona i la
indústria de les indianes. Una presentació”, Barcelona Quaderns D’història (), pp –;
and, Àlex Sánchez, “Els fabricants d’indianes. Orígens de la burgesia industrial Barcelonina”,
Barcelona Quaderns D’història (), pp. –.
. Carlos Martínez Shaw and José María Oliva Melgar (eds), Sistema atlántico español. Siglos
XVII–XIX, (Madrid, ).
. Ruiz Torres, Historia de España, pp. –, –.
. FernandoDíez, “El gremialismo de Antonio de Capmany (–). La idea del trabajo de
un conservador ingenuo”, Historia Y Política,  (), pp. –. Ruiz Torres, Historia de
España. Reformismo e Ilustración, pp. –.
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– would prove important: one of the major reforms was to transition from
exclusive membership into inclusive membership, by which all practitioners
were to be guild members, but the guild could not prevent a qualified individ-
ual from joining. Faced with this, the traditional guild prerogative of defining
and determining qualification would remain a fundamental point of conten-
tion. This was market-sensitive: each guild tried to balance market demands
while maintaining sufficient opportunities and income.
The degree of monopoly contained in the ordinances (or that attained in

actual practice) was a matter of debate during the period examined (and
remains one today): in the case of the privileges of the maritime-cargo hand-
ling guilds of Barcelona, it was significant. The term “monopoly” was used
often by merchants and government officials during the period studied: tech-
nically speaking, these privilegios (privileges) were exclusionary privativos,
monopolistic prohibitions for non-members. They were established in the
ordinances conferred on each officially recognized guild and were steadfastly
defended in the streets and the courts.
The treatment of work opportunities was a challenge within each guild. As

noted, there were established turns, daily turns, lotteries, and free selection
systems (with some guilds transitioning to free selection during liberalization).
The  ordinance of the Guild of Maritime Porters andMaritime Horsecart
Operators was a response to pressure from commerce and competition from
the maritime teamsters. It referenced the rationale of the turn system:

[T]o prevent confusion, and emulations, that could occur between the members of
the Guild if the election among Faquines were free, it is found to be convenient,
that the practice of the turn be continued, as among the Faquines de Capsana,
as among the Carreteros de Mar.

The merchants sought to end the turn and employ the relatively less-expensive
maritime horsecart operators (or, better still, the maritime teamsters), even if it
would have meant a lower-quality treatment of their merchandise (off-set by
guild repayment for damaged goods). However, because of the monopoly-
based system, the merchants were unable to select among the guilds or
which guild members.With the aim of promoting “the liberty and greater util-
ity of Commerce”, they called for the abolition of the two-trade Guild of
Maritime Porters and Maritime Horsecart Operators in :

. For a noteworthy methodology (which found non-monopoly in the specific case), see Gary
Richardson, “A Tale of Two Theories: Monopolies and Craft Guilds in Medieval England and
Modern Imagination”, Journal of the History of Economic Thought,  (), pp. –.
For the application of Richardson’s approach to the maritime-cargo guilds, see Brendan J. von
Briesen, “‘To Avoid the Detriments which Commerce is Suffering’: Monopolistic Privileges of
the Maritime Cargo Service Guilds of Barcelona (c.–)”, paper presented to the XI
Congreso Internacional de la Asociación Española de Historia Económica, Madrid, España, .
. AGMMB, “Ordenanzas concedidas por la Real Audiencia del Principado de Cataluña a 
setiembre de  […]”, p. A.
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[S]uch communes, or colleges are detrimental to the public good, for the idea of
monopolies which they contain; it seems that they can only justify the immeasur-
able ambition of the individuals of the Guild of Maritime Porters and Maritime
Horsecart Operators.

Their supplication was unsuccessful: it would be only one of many attempts. It
clearly shows the application of liberal, anti-monopolistic economic thought
to the maritime-cargo handling trades.
Napoleon’s invasion and occupation of large areas of Spain – including

Barcelona, from – –was politically enshrined in the French-imposed
Statute (or Constitution) of Bayonne (), of which Article  eliminated
corporate privileges.However, the extent or efficiency of its implementation
regarding guild monopolies remains in question. The invasion also created a
political opportunity seized by the constitutionalist legislature (the Cortes
de Cádiz), which passed a Constitution in  (“La Pepa”), which removed
guild privileges in Article , and then promulgated the abolition of the guilds
in favour of the free exercise of any trade on  June . The defeat of the
Grande Armée brought the return of the absolutist Fernando VII to the
Spanish throne in . He rescinded constitutionalist measures and re-instated
the guilds. This was balanced by efforts at restricting the monopolistic character
of guild privileges: outlined byRoyalOrder on November ; clarified in
; and effectuated by Royal Order on  February . This resulted in
two decades of re-positioning by the guilds throughout the process of reforms.

. BC, Colección de papeles políticos y curiosos, Anon. “Els Comerciants de Barcelona fan una
sol⋅licitud en què demanen l’abolició de restriccions en el transport de gèneres i mercaderies
fins aleshores restringides als ‘Faquines de Capçana’ en pro de mesures comercials més lliberals
[Manuscrit]” , Ms./ (fos r–v, r).
. María Reyes Domínguez Agudo, “El Estatuto de Bayona” (Ph.D., Universidad Compultense
de Madrid, ), p. .
. Op. cit.; and, José Antonio Yvorra Limorte, “Las Cortes de Cádiz: su proyección social”,
Corts. Anuario de Derecho Parlamentario, , pp. –; and Javier Guillem Carrau,
“Breves apuntes sobre el liberalismo económico y las nuevas reglas para actuar en los mercados
de La Constitución de Cádiz”, Corts. Anuario de Derecho Parlamentario, , pp. –. For
the language, see Decreto CCLXII de  de junio de , “Sobre el libre establecimiento de
fábricas y exercicio de qualquier industria útil”. Available at: http://www.cervantesvirtual.com/
obra-visor/coleccion-de-los-decretos-y-ordenes-que-han-expedido-las-cortes-generales-y-extra
ordinarias-desde--de-febrero-de--hasta--de-setiembre-del-mismo-ano-en-que-terminaron-
sus-sesiones-comprende-ademas-el-decreto-expedido-por-las-cortes-extraordinarias-/html/cd-
b-df-acc-ce_.html; last accessed  August .
. For a declaration to this effect in Barcelona, see: BC, Sección de la Junta de Comercio, “[No
title]”  August , legajo XXXVII, , fo. ; for a specific treatment regarding the maritime
porters, see: BC, Sección de la Junta de Comercio, legajo XXXVI, fo.  [or p. ], “Nuevas
Ordenanzas para el regimen y buen gobierno del Gremio de Faquines de Capsana ó Macips de
Ribera de la Ciudad de Barcelona”, Barcelona,  May . The  Royal Order was carried
out according to the  July  ruling of the Tribunal Supremo, referenced in AGMMB, “Copia
de las ordenanzas de los Gremios de Faquines de Capsana, Carreteros y Tragineros de Mar …
”. For a listing of guild legislation under Fernando VII, see: Josep M. Sabaté i Bosch, El
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The reforms were interrupted by the  Revolution, which initiated a pe-
riod of governance known as the Trienio Liberal (–) defined by lib-
eral political and economic reforms. On  May , the government
reinstated the  abolition, without distinction of trade or any relationship
with the military. During the Liberal Triennial, the generally individualistic,
informally organized camàlichs (common porters) competed openly with the
maritime porters.

In , the military might of the monarchy and its European allies crushed
the constitutionalist government, returning the absolutists and forcing liberals
to flee, especially to France (as had occurred in ). Re-legitimized in
, the guilds quickly re-established their monopoly powers, some charging
a re-entry fee to those that had left the guild during the period of abolition.
The government sought to encourage wider participation in the guild system
(based on the  resolutions): the changes regulated apprenticeship and
mastership entries and entry fees, eliminated some membership expenses,
and sought to regularize guild ordinances along more uniform lines. The guilds
were required to propose new, non-monopolistic ordinances. Curiously, this
effort was suspended from  to  while the government sought a
common basis for ordinances for guilds in general throughout the kingdom.

This was an interesting approximation of a national labour policy during the
pre-industrial period and represents a redux of Jovellano’s proposal during
the ancien régime debates.

The strategy of the maritime porters, horsecart operators, and maritime
teamsters was to take advantage of the contradictory declarations and procras-
tinate for years in submitting proposals for new ordinances. This led, in  –
when the ordinance-revision process was supposedly suspended by Royal

Gremi de marejants. Societat marítima i protectora: una aproximació històrica (Tarragona, ),
p. .
. For a general history, see: Ramon Arnabat Mata, La revolució de  i el trienni liberal a
Catalunya (Vic, ).
. University of Texas at San Antonio, Sons of the Republic of Texas Kathryn Stoner O’Connor
Mexican Manuscript Collection, Reyes series, “Decreto referente. Remover las trabas creadas por
las Ordenanzas gremiales, que han entorpecido el progreso de la Industria”, (Document ID ).
Available at: https://digital.utsa.edu/digital/collection/pcoll/id//rec/; accessed 
August .
. AGMMB, “[Súplica del Gremi de Bastaixos]”, //–//, Capsa , carpeta 
().
. For a general history, see Arnabat Mata, La revolució de  i el trienni liberal a Catalunya;
and Josep Fontana i Làzaro, La revolució liberal a Catalunya, (Lleida [etc.], ); for a concise
assessment, see Fontana i Làzaro, Historia de España. La Epoca Del Liberalismo, p. . Juan
López Taban, “El Exilio de Los Afrancesados. Refleciones Entorno Al Real Decreto de  de
Mayo de ”, Spagna Contemporanea, , pp. –; and Juan López Tabar, Los Famosos
Traidores. Los Afrancesados Durante La Crisis Del Antiguo Régimen (–) (Madrid, ).
. BC, Sección de la Junta de Comercio,  March , legajo XXXVI, , fos r–r.
. Díez, “El gremialismo de Antonio de Capmany (–)”.
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Order – to an attempt by the local authorities in Barcelona to abolish the
respective monopolies over handling goods along the beach. The Board of
Commerce justified this decision “for the liberty of commerce from the mis-
treatment of which it has complained for so many years”.

Faced with this existential threat, the guilds drafted new ordinances in a
negotiation process that would come to fruition in July , when these
three guilds were brought under a single, unified ordinance. The maritime
porters were able to defend their use of a turn; the maritime teamsters and
horsecart operators both saw an end to the practice. The leadership of the
teamsters had attempted this in  and , but the guild’s Assembly
reversed the decision. Central to the issue was the warehousing of coal by
some masters: the hauling of coal was liberalized in , and hoarding was
prohibited. Importantly, the  ordinance – which was intended to
widen membership – still allowed the guilds to determine the entrance of
applicants based on aptness and honour. This ordinance established the liberty
of the owners of the cargo to select among the three guilds to transport goods
from the beach to the CustomsHouse (while maintaining the guild-based con-
trol of the respective trades). The owner could select the person – guildsman or
otherwise – and the means of transporting merchandise from the Customs
House and King’s Scale; operations within remained privileged to the mar-
itime porters. This was especially significant for the maritime porters and
horsecart operators, who had depended on privileges to handle goods at
higher set prices than those of the teamsters. The maritime porters prepared
a request that the Crown modify the  ordinances and return to the pre-
vious system, but there is no record of its official submission or any reply.

In any case, common porters continued to intrude on the maritime porters’s
market.

In January  (shortly after the arrival to power of moderate liberals in a
constitutional monarchy), all guilds were required by Royal Order to propose

. AHCB, Faquines de Capçana, “[No title]”, October – January , Caja , carpeta
, fo. v.
. AGMMB, “Copia de las ordenanzas de los Gremios de Faquines de Capsana, Carreteros y
Tragineros de Mar … ”.
. Ibid.
. BC, Sección de la Junta de Comercio, legajo XXXVIII (Caja ), no. ,  (). On coal, see
Louis de Villemur, Edicte de Louis de Villemur. Sobre: venta de varios artículos comestibles y otros
régimen y arreglo de pesas y medidas y todo lo demás concerniente al cargo de los Señores
Almotacenes, (Barcelona, ).
. AGMMB, “Instrucción que presenta el Gremio de Faquines de Capsana yMacipes de Ribera
de la ciudad de Barcelona para poder conseguir a su favor de su Real Majestad una modificación en
las nuevas ordenanzas de  de julio del corriente año”, n.d. [], Capsa , carpeta  ().
. AGMMB, “[Súplica del Gremi de Bastaixos a la Reial Junta de Comerç]”,  May ,
Capsa , carpeta  ().
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new ordinances without monopoly privileges. The maritime horsecart
operators did so on  July . They attempted to reinstate the turn and pro-
hibit a master from owning more than one horsecart or hire others (a long-
standing conflict). This proposal was never approved: one year later, the
guild again requested a return to pre- operations. In April , the priv-
ileges of the Guild of Maritime Porters were re-confirmed, contributing to
market limitations for the horsecart operators. The directors of the horse-
cart operators noted that their guild was in a sad state, “as it has no apprentices
or journeymen”, with “somewidows who can but suffer under the heavy load
every day”. The municipal government responded: “At a more opportune
occasion the reorganization of the guild that said Prohombres solicit at this
time [will be proceeded to].”

Political tensions erupted in late July , amidst the First Carlist War
(–) pitting insurrectionary absolutist Carlists against reigning consti-
tutional monarchists over royal succession. When word reached Barcelona
of the killing in a nearby city of workers aligned with constitutional monar-
chists at the hands of Church-supported absolutists on  July, riots ensued
(known locally as the Bullangas). A contemporary account alleged that
priests had called for the crucifixion and mutilation of constitutionalists. In
response, religious buildings were sacked, clergy were murdered, and five con-
vents were torched on  July. While the liberal press applauded the anti-
clerical violence, their opinion soured a week later, when popular rage turned
against industry and the state. On the night of – August, the Military
Governor of Barcelona charged with suppressing the uprising was lynched
while the local (liberal) militia stood by. That night, the first steam-powered
factory in Spain, the “el Vapor” complex – partly owned by Barcelona’s

. AHCB, Carreteros de Mar, “[Exmo S.or]”,  April , Caja , carpeta .
. AHCB, Carreteros de Mar, “[Ordenanzas que ha formado el Gremio….]”.
. AHCB, Carreteros de Mar, “[No title]”, [ April ], Caja , carpeta .
. AHCB, Carreteros de Mar, “[Carreteros de Mar _Esmo Señor_ tragineros mar]”,  July
– July , Caja , carpeta . Marta Vicente offers a rich look at a specific case of the
working widow and her struggle against the guild so that she could rent out her horsecart instead
of work directly (taking her case all the way to the royal authorities); see “‘Comerciar en femení’.
La identitat de les empresàries a la Barcelona del segle XVIII”, Recerques. Història, economia,
cultura,  (), pp. –.
. AHCB, Carreteros de Mar, “[Carreteros de Mar _Esmo Señor_ tragineros mar]”,  July
– July , Caja , carpeta . This response was a sidebar scribbled on the solicitation.
. Fontana i Làzaro,Historia de España. La Epoca Del Liberalismo, pp. -; for Catalonia,
see Idem., La revolució liberal a Catalunya.
. [Anonymous], Las Bullangas de Barcelona, ó sacudimientos de un pueblo oprimido por el
despotismo ilustrado (Paris, ); and, Francisco Raúll, Historia de La Conmoción de
Barcelona, En La Noche Del  Al  de Julio de , Causas Que La Produjeron, Y Sus
Efectos Hasta El Día de Esta Publicación (Barcelona, ).
. Fontana i Làzaro, La revolució liberal a Catalunya, p. .
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eminent, liberal Bonaplata family – was attacked and destroyed despite the
armed resistance of the owners (a Bonaplata headed the city’s militia).
Hours later, tax-collection booths in the port area and boats used to combat

contraband were burned. The CustomsHouse was assaulted, but the attackers
were repelled. Curiously, the storage facilities of the Guild of Fishermen –

where fishermen paid catch-based tithes to two religious orders – were
destroyed, as were the storage facilities and lighters of the Guild of
Mariners. The participation of sailors in the riots was noted, and one was
executed as a ringleader.
A few months later, the directors of the maritime porters conveyed a mes-

sage to local authorities that the general membership demanded the removal of
the guild’s síndico (manager) and were threatening a “sort of riot” the next
morning; however, there is no indication that this threat came to pass.

Inmid-, more-radical liberals rose to key positions in the constitutional
monarchy. On  December , the guilds were formally abolished across
Spain by a Royal Order that reinstated the  June  measure.

Abolition was not effectuated immediately, or comprehensively: in January
, the Guild of Maritime Porters was able to convince the municipal
authorities that this abolition was actually just another call for reforming ordi-
nances. They continued to control entry qualification and to defend their
privileges over goods and areas of operations. The Guild of Maritime
Porters became a trade union in  andmaintained largely traditional opera-
tions (albeit, gradually reduced to the Customs House) and a non-negotiable
price schedule until the early twentieth century.

Having abandoned and failed to re-establish their turn system in  and
, respectively, the maritime horsecart operators saw the eventual rise of
the “‘Brotherhood of Owners’ of the Guild of Maritime Horsecart

. Josep M. Ollé Romeu, Les bullangues de Barcelona durant la primera guerra carlina (–
),  vols (Tarragona,  and ), esp. I, p. .
. AHCB, Faquines de Capçana, “[No title]”,  November , Caja , carpeta . See
Romero Marín, “Los faquines de capçana y su supervivencia”, p. . He interpreted the warning
of the guild directors as a threat against the Board of Commerce.
. Gaceta de Madrid, no.  ( diciembre ), “[Doña Isabel II por la gracia de Dios y por
la Constitucion de la monarquía española, […] que las Córtes generales han decretado lo siguiente:
[…]. Se restablece el decreto de las Córtes generales y extraordinarias fecha  de junio  [….]”, 
December . Available at: https://www.boe.es/datos/pdfs/BOE////A-.
pdf; last accessed  August .
. AGMMB, “[Instàcia del Gremi de Bastaixos]”,  January , Capsa , carpeta  ();
and AGMMB, “[Sol-licitud per al nomenament de prohoms del Gremi]”,  January –
February , Capsa , carpeta  ().
. BC, “Estatutos del Gremio ó Cofradia de Bastaixos de Capsana y Massips de Ribera, fun-
dado en Tarragona en el año  y viniendo poco después a esta Ciudad, reformado en el año
 bajo el nombre de Union de Faquines de la Aduana de Barcelona, y Reconstituido el
” (Barcelona, ), -V-/. The price list is available at: AGMMB, “Corporación de
Faquines de la Aduana de Barcelona – tarifa de precios” , Capsa , carpeta  ().
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Operators” by the end of the nineteenth century. The tradesmen later oper-
ated a mutual aid society, “with the aim of harmonizing the interests of capital
and labour”. One owner presented a price schedule to the authorities in
, indicating that the guild had lost the monopolistic control of the labor
supply or pricing. The mule rentors and maritime teamsters already oper-
ated through free selection by : their post-abolition trajectories remain
unknown.

Under the aegis of the navy’s Matriculate of the Sea system, the harbour-
based guilds had remained beyond the control of the local authorities, and
their privileges were not effectively challenged. Although they had been for-
mally abolished from –, and again from –, they recovered
quickly. The military necessities of the navy justified the exclusion of
the matriculated corporations from the  and  measures. Over the
decades, the Guild of Unloaders appears to have disappeared (likely folding
into the Guild of Fishermen), and the Mariners increasingly monopolized
unloading. TheMatriculate system was repeatedly challenged and modified
to reduce guild power and monopolies, finally suffering abolition in the third
quarter of the nineteenth century. Ever-more-permanent work gangs of
younger mariners operated in gang-leader controlled companies with private
ownership of unloading vessels, undercutting their former brothers who
remained in the guild.

The colegios of so-called liberal professions were never abolished –many of
themmaintain monopolies over significant sub-sectors of the economy, show-
ing the class limits of labour flexibilization.

. Arxiu Municipal Contemporani de Barcelona, Sección de Hacienda, “Expediente.
Promovido por la asociacion ‘La Hermandad de Patronos’ del Gremio de Carreteros de esta ciu-
dad para que se les esima del pago de abitrio impuesto.”, Serie –, No  [c.].
. Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Fons de la Cambra de Comerç de Barcelona, Asociación de
Patronos y Obreros Carreteros de Barcelona, “Estatutos de la Asociación de Patronos y
Obreros Carreteros de Barcelona” (Barcelona, ), p.  [Art. ]. Available at: http://mdc.
cbuc.cat/cdm/ref/collection/comercUPF/id/; last accessed  June .
. AGMMB, “[Tarifa de preus de Francisco Montañi, carreter]”  March , Capsa ,
carpeta  ().
. I suspect a similar trajectory to that of the maritime horsecart operators, although this
remains unsubstantiated.
. Detailed in Colldeforns Lladó Historial de los Gremios de Mar de Barcelona.
. Jordi Ibarz, “Fin del sistema gremial, liberalismo y desarrollo de unas relaciones de trabajo
capitalistas en el puerto de Barcelona, –”, Ayer, (forthcoming).
. Jordi Ibarz et al., “L’abolició de la Matrícula de Mar i les tasques de càrrega i descàrrega al
Port de Barcelona, –” Barcelona Quaderns d’Història, (), pp. –.
. Ibarz, “Fin del sistema gremial”.
. Regarding the “cascade of disparagement” of the socio-cultural hierarchy of trades, guilds,
and colleges during the Enlightenment, see Ruiz Torres, Historia de España. Reformismo e
Ilustración, pp. –.
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CONCLUSIONS

Scholars of labour will find in themaritime-cargo handling trades of Barcelona
during the artisan phase a rich source for comparisons with contemporary and
subsequent labour organizations. Just as the productive craft guilds receive
considerable attention in historiography, each of the guilds in the service sector
“deserves to be observed in all its aspects” (in the words of the Customs
Administrator) for a richer, more complete understanding of pre-industrial
labour and the development of capitalism.
The examples of internal harmony through discipline and solidarity, and the

protection of labour monopolies are certainly among the lessons to be learned
from themore egalitarian, horizontal guilds. These unskilled labourers fiercely
defended their monopolistic privileges, ignored and challenged government
pronouncements, survived abolition, and at least one transitioned directly
from guild to union, a rarity in labour studies.
The absence of technical skills and qualifications meant that, for centuries,

these guilds relied on socio-cultural determinations to control the labour sup-
ply and prevent intrusive competition through direct actions and legal cases.
Members inculcated and enforced traditional values and norms while develop-
ing and transmitting skills. These norms varied significantly among the guilds,
as shown by their cooperative or individualistic operations, the defence or
rejection of a turn system, internal employment practices, and modalities of
payment.
By the same token, collective operations alone were not sufficient for main-

taining unity – the organizational culturewas fundamental: with the end of the
Matriculate system and the liberalization of harbour-based handling, the tran-
sition from lottery systems to permanent, private work gangs created oppor-
tunities for fracturing in the Guild of Mariners.
While the technological means of providing unloading and porterage ser-

vices was basically the same across the continent, very different occupational
and organizational cultures developed in view of goods differentiation,
employment, levelling, and capital accumulation. This counters a direct caus-
ality, and underscores the need for additional considerations: geography and
port typology; market specializations; dominant social orders, including the
relative importance of other craft and commercial guilds and the rise of private
corporations; and political and even religious frameworks.
The internal conflicts arising from capital accumulation could undermine

organizational harmony and contributed to the breakdown of guilds into
owners and workers (with or without associations or combinations), espe-
cially where leadership was held by the wealthier members. This was seen in
the individualistic guilds (mirroring craft guilds), but not in the cooperative
ones, which all defended their more-egalitarian structures prior to, during,
and decades after abolition.
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The main external challenge faced was not technological nor the need to
remove guild obstacles to sectoral growth (the common cases in manufactur-
ing): it was the ideological and political shift towards anti-monopoly liberal-
ism. Justified by the economic imperative to remove guild-imposed
obstacles and hindrances to manufacturing, reformist and abolitionist mea-
sures were to be applied to all guilds. However, the monarchy (whether abso-
lutist or constitutional) generallymaintained the guilds in the face of bourgeois
pressure. It was only after the violence of  and the inclusion of radicals in
the government that the Crown’s position moved solidly to abolition as a
means of repression and control. The perseverance of the “liberal professions”
highlights the class dimensions of liberalism and its growing concern over
organized workers. The repressive aspects of liberalization and abolition
deserve further inquiry throughout Europe.
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